
FORMALISM AND REALISM

Formalism. A style of filmmaking that emphasizes aesthetic elements with a consciously evident style in the delivery of
narrative.

Script and dialogue. What also plays a role in formalism and realism films is the genre of the film itself.
Lighting appears to be natural, neither high contrast or washed out. Most of the discussion on formalism and
realism tend toward camera movement, position, framing and lighting. Here's a clip from Alfred Hitchcock's
classic thriller Psycho to illustrate what I mean. Music tends to be diagetic. Putting those gadgets in our time
doesnt seem like that much of a stretch with our technology, but they do outrageous things that classify as
formalism. There are so many reasons why I believe realism is the way to go in filmmaking, but that very
example is the key example to why I believe it is. When looking at both the realist film theory and the
formalist film theory, it is obvious that they play off of each other. What did you notice about the
performance? The same can be said for realism films having formalism aspects. He and his wife pawn
everything they can to buy a bike. The beauty of a film that is based on realism is that the purity of the shots
and subjects give you the opportunity to think about what the filmmakers are showing you, not how. Formalist
filmmaking tends to have its roots in the world of Art. Caligari for a journey into some a wild formalist
diegisis. Formalist directors have no desire to show reality. Shots and how they are filmed arent the only part
of separating a realist director from a formalist director. The other captures audience through unrealistic, mind
blowing events. So what types of films are more driven by the formalist director? Form should follow
function. How do you know this? Classicism: The Empire Strikes Back It's obviously fictional, taking place on
another planet with spaceships and junk. And Formalism? Now he must find the bicycle. But, they shot and
edited this in a way to make it look like someone just happened to be there with some cameras. Once again
youre able to see a realism film use formalism aspects. It depends on the director and it depends on what the
directors style consist of. Formalistic Classicism: Moonrise Kingdom It looks kind of real, but not exactly,
right? At the other end of the scale is Formalism. It took away the belief, the horror, and the fear the original
orcs created. In this sense, the most extreme example would be essentially static shots of real-life actions. For
example, if a character is starting a car, the sound of the engine starting enhances the realism of the image. The
point is for you to forget you're watching a movie, and get caught up in the story. This is typified by " The
Great Train Robbery " and most hollywood style films that came after it. Editing tends to be seamless with an
emphasis on continuity. Classicism is all about ideal storytelling. He is offered a job, but it is required that he
own a bicycle for transportation. In his first two Star Trek films when you see a character from another planet
they arent filmed in CGI, they are filmed as a real human done in make-up. How did the director use sound to
confuse and scare you? I am an artist and I made this! The style draws attention to itself, as if the director is
saying, "Look at me! The World" Credit: Universal Pictures When formalist elements clash with realist
elements instead of working with them, that is when audiences get completely lost. The non-use of tracking
and the use of editing is a key part of separating formalism from realism.


